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C R E D I T S
johann .................................................................................................. AWAD SALIM RAMLI
imran .................................................................................................. DANISH AWAD SALIM

director / director of photography ....................................................... SEAN NG
producer / casting director .......................................................... GERALDINE LEE
writer / production assistant .......................................... DIYANAH MUSTAPHA
assistant director / u.p.m. / art director ............................ MAH YING HAO
editor / location manager ...................................................................... CALEB QUEK
camera assistant .................................................................................... HADY A. HAMID
sound recordist .............................................................. NICHOLAS MATTHEW LEE
production assistant ................................................................. BENJAMIN TANAKA 
special thanks to andrew adelson and chapman university singapore.



T H E  S T O R Y
the perfect job. the perfect wife. the perfect life.
johan’s life has always been perfect. until he had his first son - imran. 
shortly after imran was born, the doctors diagnosed him with mild autism. and for johan, 

everything went downhill from there. unable to deal with the "imperfection" in his otherwise 
flawless life, johan wallows in work, disregarding his family.

because of his constant absence in the household, johan's wife leaves him for another man. 
johan finally spends some time with imran now that his wife decides to file for a divorce. his 
final task as a father is to simply teach imran to ride a bicycle. 

during their last moment together before johan tells his 10 year old son he is leaving, 
imran reminds johan of one important thing:

life doesn't always have to be a perfect ten.



D I R E C T O R ' S  N O T E S
When i first picked up the script of 'sepuloh', i was pleasantly surprised and very much interested to take on a story like that. the main premise of father and son is something very dear to me. also, diyanah further manages to bring out a deep underlying emotional current between this story's two characters, taking it a step further than just a simple goal of teaching his mildly autistic son to learn to ride a bicycle. trying my best to deepen and root the father's character to the premise and his son's character, i decided that the underlying focus should revolve around the themes of relationships, inter-connectivity, and redemption. as simple to the surface as any relationship might seem, there is just so much more that goes on beneath, that sometimes needs to be felt by a counterpart - in this case, father and son. i also took on the challenge of trying to bring out a few different states of emotions from the father's character, which creates his arc and in the end, the punch. as simple as the premise is, we tried to keep things simple with the pacing, style, and look of the film. taking on an 'indie' vibe for 'sepuloh' was a choice that the whole team agreed on, and are glad to have done. i hope this film touches you, as much as it has touched me.



T H E  C A S T

awad salim ramli has been in the acting industry since the acting bug bit him during his college years in the 1990’s. over the learning years, for 23 years, he has experimented theatre and other genre of performance arts. freelancing acting with various independent production houses and mediacorp is the choice way of keeping the acting interest alive.

AWAD SALIM RAMLI

danish first got started in the family business at 7 when he was cast as  the main child actor for the short film, "thieves", which went to the 16th busan international film festival. he likes singing, dancing and watching 
"glee" in his spare time with his twin sister, dhia.

MUHAMMAD DANISH BIN AWAD SALIM



B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S



T H E  C R E W
SEAN NG directordirector of photography

Powerful ideas have always attracted yinghao, and coming 
across sepuloh was yet another powerful idea for him. 
he has worked on numerous projects such as the ndp ’09, singapore arts festival, and theatrical production entity, 
toy factory, with regards to production design, a.p, a.d, and 
editor. sepuloh is an experience he is not likely to forget 
any time soon.

DIYANAH MUSTAPHA

Geraldine initially wanted to be a journalist, but when 
she discovered filmmaking, she was hooked and has since 
drastically changed her life's plan. she directed and shot several shorts in school and was also an editor for the 
singapore youth olypmic games youtube channel. this is her 
first time producing, and she likes it very much.

writerproduction assistant

GERALDINE LEE
producercasting director

Sean began shooting commercial jobs straight out of 
school at 19, ranging from corporate jobs to commercial fashion videos for brands like louis vuitton. he keeps his 
filmmaking passion alive by writing and directing short 
films on the side, and is currently getting a bfa in 
creative producing at chapman university singapore.

Diyanah is a mass ommunication graduate from ngee ann 
polytechnic’s school of film & media studies. she loves 
watching videos on youtube and long walks on the beach. 
sepuloh is her first shot at writing a short film. sepuloh is 
her first shot at writing a short film.

Working on sepuloh was an enriching experience for caleb 
as even though he had worked on numerous editing projects, 
caleb is always eager to work on fresh content to further 
improve and hone the craft of editing. he has a relentless 
hunger for compelling stories and new forms of media, and 
for him, the appetite for freshness can only grow bigger 
in this media industry where change is the only constant. 

CALEB QUEK

MAH YING HAO
assistant directorunit production managerart director

location managereditor
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